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Abstract. One of the graphical representations for any partition of a non-negative integers in the modular 
representation theory of diagram algebra is James abacus using Beta numbers. In this work James abacus is divided 
positions into several chains. A new diagram Atco is introduced by employing on the outer chain with length [1, 0, 
0,…] on the active James abacus. Finally a consecutive new diagram of b2, b3,…, be can be found from active 
diagram Atco which is found after applying chain movement.
INTRODUCTION
In 1978. Gordon James introduced a new version of the Young diagram with new condition e where e ≥ 2. it 
gave quickest way to represent partitions by associating to each partition an abacus diagram and called as James 
abacus diagram which are an important component in the modern algebra, and plays a key rule in Iwahori−Hecke 
and q-Schur algebras, see (James, 1978; Mathas, 1999; James, Lyle, & Mathas, 2006; Fayers, 2009; King, 2014).
James proposed his diagram by employing rim hook idea to the young diagram (James, 1978). However, he noticed 
cannot depend on Young diagram to represent the partition μ=( μ1, μ2 ,…, μn) where has some zero parts at the end. 
Therefore a set of β- number for a diagram where β = (μ1+b−1, μ2+b−2,…, μj+b−j). The numbers of β-number 
depended on the original partition parts, b. The numbers b must be greater than or equal to the number of parts of 
original partition. This β-number can be rearranged according to the number of runner (column) e. Thus, every 
partition can be represented by infinite of James abacus. Several diagrams have been constructed depending on 
James abacus such as e+1- abacus, e-1 -  abacus, k - abacus,  diagram W*, single diagram, diagram A’, diagram A’’,
diagram A1 diagram A2, diagram A3, diagram A4, diagram A5, diagram A6, diagram A7. Those diagram can be applied 
by (adding empty one runner, adding full runner, removing one runner, scan movement, single-step movement, 
upside down transformation, right-side- left transformation, direct rotation transformation, upside down direct 
rotation. Transformation, right side-left direct rotation transformation respectively. (Fayers, 2007; James, Lyle, & 
Mathas, 2006; Fayers, 2009; Wildon, 2014; Mahmood, A., & Ali, S, 2013, 2014). To the best of our knowledge, no 
one has attempted to construct the motion of an outer chain movement of James diagram by considering the motion 
of initial Beta numbers (β- number). The location of all the beads in the James abacus will be changed accordingly 
when the initial beta numbers are moved. Diagram Atco be denoted to new diagram. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let  is a partition of positive integer number, such that , 1i  and choose an
integer j such that   . β-numbers were defined by fix μ is a partition of d, choose an integer b greater than or
equal to the number of parts of μ and define , 1 ≤ i ≤ b. The set {β1, β1,…, βb} is said to be the set of
β-numbers for μ (Littlewood, D., 1951).
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Example 1. Let (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) an example for a partitions of 20. Then β-numbers are {10, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1}. 
Now, let e be a positive integer number greater than or equal to 2, and take an abacus with e vertical runner 
numbered 0,….,e-1 from left to right. On runner i we mark the position labelled with the integers i, i+e, from the top 
to down. We can represent β-numbers with many runners depending on e. We will draw this abacus like diagram 
which called James abacus as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.  James diagram 
Where every β-number will be represented by a bead (o) position which takes its location in the diagram and (-)
to represented empty bead position. We also number the beads, so that bead 1 occupies position μ1 − 1 + b,
bead 2 occupies position μ2 − 2 + b and so on. Returning to the above example the labelled spaces and the 
final James diagram are shown in Figure2.
Figure 2. The positions on the abacus with 4 runners, the arrangement of beads (numbered) representing 
μ=(5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) 
Main Diagram 
Every e have special partition { μ, μ1 , μ2 ,…, μ(e-1) } called main partition. The diagram which be represent 
by main partition called main diagrams (Mahmood, 2011). Thus active James diagram with James abacus of bf
where f =1, 2, …, (e-1) called main diagrams. While the remaining diagrams are a repetition of one of the main 
diagrams. The remaining diagrams of bs+ek can be easily obtained from the main diagrams of bs by adding k full 
rows above the bs and Down –shifted where s = 1,2,..., e and k is integer number.
Theorem 1.(Mahmood, 2011)There is e of main diagrams for any partition μ of t. 
run.0 run.1 run.2 run.e-1
0 1 2 …… e-1
e e+1 e+2 …… 2e-1 
2e 2e+1 2e+2 …… 3e-1 
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
0 1 2 3
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19
b = 9
- o - o
- o - o
- o o -
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Active James abacus 
In a partition one or more zero can be added to a partition such as μ1 = (μ1, μ2, … , 0), μ2 = (μ1, μ2, … , 0, 0), … , 
μf = (μ1, μ2, … , 0, … , 0)  the sum elements consequently, the active James abacus is representing the original 
partition. If zero is added to the original partition then it is inactive James abacus. For example if μ = (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 
0, 0) then β-number = {12,11,9,7,5,3,1,0} then {12,11,9,7,5,3} is active bead and {1,0} inactive bead. 
 Active James abacus play main rule to find all James abacus of bf where f is any integer number. James abacus 
of b1 can found direct from active James diagram, all the beads in each runner of the active James abacus will be 
transferred by right-shifted motion and in the same location of active James abacus except the beads within runner e, 
and they transfer to the first runner of the diagram that follows by down-shifted and added one bead up as the same 
step, b2 can be form by b1. From the above relationship, it can be concluded that the James diagram by  b1, b2, · · ·,  
can be found from the active James diagram.  
 
Definition 1. Any e greater than or equal to two. The diagram that represent the original partition is called active 
James abacus. 
 
OUTER CHAIN MOVEMENT 
James abacus will be divided in to nested chain. The main goal of this work is construct new diagram by 
application chain movement on the outer chain W ={n, re+n, me, (m+1)e-1: 0≤ n ≤ e-1, r = int(β1/2)+1, 1 ≤ m ≤ r-1} 
and rest abacus positions called centre of the James abacus. Centre position will remain in the same position after 
applying chain movement on outer chain. To apply our movement,  the positions will be rearranged as { 0,1,2,…, e-
1, 2e-1, 3e-1,…, re-1, re-2, re-3,..., re-e, (r-1)e, (r-1)e+1, (r-3)e+2,…,re-1}. Each position moves one position 
exactly one step to the left except position ‘0’ become position ‘e’ in new diagram.  
  
Example 3. Let μ = (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) is a partition of  20 and if e = 4 then outer chain which includes all bead and 
empty bead positions in the set W={0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 10, 9, 8, 4}= {-, o, -, o, o, -, o, o, -,-}.  While if e = 3 W={0, 1, 

















Figure 4.  The position motion in outer chain where μ = (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) and e = 3. 
 
Lemma 1. Let r be the number of active James abacus rows then 
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By definition of active James diagram located in last rows and every rows have e positions then the number of 
active James abacus is .  By definition of active James diagram β1 located in last rows and every rows have e, if 
 is decimal number then we take the integer number only and add one. So the number the rows of the active James 
abacus is int. ( ) + 1. 
 
Remark 1.  
1. Let me+n any position located in column n and rows m then first chain consist of { 0, 1,…, e-1, e, 2e, …, (r-
1)e , (r-1)e + 1, (r-1)e + 2, (r-1)e + 3,…, re – 1, (r – 1)e – 1, (r – 2)e – 1, …, 2e-1, e-1  } which are called 
active chain. 
2. In James abacus the positions on rows m are numbered (me+n), where n refers to the number of diagram 
columns which numbered from 0 to r-1 working from up to down and m refers to the number of diagram 
columns which numbered from 0 to e-1, for ≥2.  
We can describe the new location of any position in W after employ Outer chain movement with length [1, 0, 
0,…] on the Active James diagram by the following rule1. The rule identifies the new location of any bead position 
belong to W. 
 
Rule 1.  Let r be the number of diagram rows for any partition μ of a non-negative integer t, e is great than or equal 
to 2, me + n any position in active chain, located in column n and rows m then  
3. The position me+n  in active James diagram become (m+1)e + n in active diagram Atc.o if  n=1 and 
10 rm . 
4. The position me+n  in active James diagram become me + n + 1 in active diagram Atc.o  if  m = r - 1 and 
10 en . 
5. The position me+n  in active James diagram become me – 1 in active diagram Atc.o  if  n = e - 1 and 
rm1 . 
6. The position me+n  in active James diagram become me + n - 1 in active diagram Atc.o  if  m = 0 and 
10 rn . 
 
Where  r = int(β1/e) + 1 and m, n are positive integers. Figure 6 presented the rule 1 when μ= (5, 3, 3, 2, 1) and e 









Figure 5.  Active Jamen abacus when μ= (5, 3, 3, 2, 1) and e = 4 . 
 
Lemma 2. The number of James abacus rows of bs equal to int(β1/e) + 1 + s where s any positive integer number. 
 
Proof 
James abacus of b1 is an active James abacus after transferred it runners by right shifted motion except the runner 
number (e-1) which transfer to the first runner James abacus of b1 by right-down shift and add one bead on the up. 
Thus the number of James abacus of b1 is r + 1. Since we construct James abacus of b2 from same way but from 
James abacus of b1 then the number of James abacus of b2 is r + 2. In general The number of James abacus rows of 
Active diagram  Atc 
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Active James 
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bs equal to  r + s where s any positive integer number where r = . The active diagram Atco play a main 
role to design all the main diagrams Atco in b1, b2,… 
To obtain diagram Atco of b1 from Active James abacus the following rules are needed. 
 
Rule 2.. Let e is positive integers great than or equal to 2, r be the number of diagram rows for any partition μ of a 
non-negative integer t, from the active diagram Atco, we can find main diagrams Atco of b1  then  
7. Lh in active diagram Atco of become  Lh+1 in diagram Atco of b1, where Lh={ h,  h =0, 1, .., e-3}. 
8. L(m, n) in active diagram Atco become  L(m, n+1) in diagram Atco of b1, where L(m, n) ={me + n |  m n,  m = 1, 
2,…, r-2, n = 1, 2,…,  e – 3}. 
9. L(k, a) in active diagram Atco become  L(k+2, a-1) in diagram Atco of b1, where L(k, a)={ke + a | k = 1, 2,…, r-2, a 
=1}. 
10. L(c, d) in active diagram Atco become L(c-1, d) in diagram Atco of b1,  where  L(c, d) ={ce + d-1 | c = 2, 3,…, r-1, d 
=1}. 
11. L(m, v) in active diagram Atco become  L(m-1, v+1) in diagram Atco of b1,  where  L(m, v) ={me + v | v = e-2}. 
12. Ly in active diagram Atco become  Ly in diagram Atco of b1,  where  Ly = { (r-1) e+y | y = 1., 2,…, e-2}. 
13. e in diagram Atco of b1 is bead position. 
14. e-2 in active James diagram Atco become  2e in new diagram of b1. 
15. re-1 in active James diagram Atco become  (r-2)e-1 in new diagram of b1. 
16.               (r+1)e+g and  (r-1)e-1  are bead positions where  g = 0, 1,…, e-1. 
 
Rule 3..  Let e is positive integers great than or equal to 2, r be the number of diagram rows for any partition μ of a 
non-negative integer t, from the active diagram Atco, we can fund the new location of any beta number in main 
diagrams Atco of b1   
17. me+n  in active diagram Atco  become (m-1)e+n+1 in new diagram of b1 where 1 < m ≤ r-1, n = 1. 
18. me+n  in active diagram Atco become me+n in new diagram of b1 where 0 ≤ n < r 
19. e-1, m = r-1. 
20. (r – k)e -1 in active diagram Atco  become (3 + k)e in new diagram of b1 where 1 ≤ k  <  r - 3. 
21. me+n  in active diagram Atco  become (m-1)e+n+1 in new diagram of b1 where 1 ≤ m < r-1, 1 ≤ n < e-2. 
22. me+n  in active diagram Atco  become me-1 in new diagram of b1 where 1 ≤ m < r-1, n= e-2. 
23. e-2  in active diagram Atco  become 2e in new diagram of b1 . 
24. e-1 in active diagram Atco  become 3e in new diagram of b1 . 
25. (r-1)e-1  in active diagram Atco  become (r-2)e-1 in new diagram of b1 . 
26. (r-2)e-1  in active diagram Atco  become (r-1)e in new diagram of b1. 
27. (r-3)e-1  in active diagram Atco  become (r-1)e+1 in new diagram of b1. 
28. e is bead position in new diagram  of b1. 
29. e  in active diagram Atco  become 0e+0 in new diagram of b1. 
30.  
Note that using rule 2 and 3, be can obtain b1 from active diagram Atco and this also can be applied for the rest of 
bf+1 from bf. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a method is proposed to create a diagram that represents the outer chain movement of beta number 
in the active James diagram. A special case when the length = [1, 0, 0,…]  for any e was presented to illustrate the 
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